Integral Ball sold out; dance attracts 817 couples

Sold-out! That was the announcement posted on the front of the Integral Ball ticket booth this morning. In slightly more than two weeks 817 tickets have been sold for the biggest dance in the history of the Illinois Tech campus.

Despite the large number of people expected to attend the forthcoming ball, the senior class sponsors feel confident that if more than 1,300 kids were to have been invited, they would be unable to accommodate the crowd. As a result, the dance will be held in the Student Union Ballroom.

On the entertainment program, two bands, two combos and an instrumental trio will be featured for the students who have arrived early from the influence of the fraternity.

At 11:30 a.m. intermission the Queen of the Integral Ball will be crowned. This year's queen will be selected under a new set of rules which call for the selection of five candidates by the student body. The queen and her court will be selected by the Student Union Fraternity Council, the Interfraternity Council, the Student Council, the Student Government Association, the Junior class and the Sophomore class. The queen and her court will be announced on Monday night at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Campus building program swings into high gear

With the acquisition of new offices in the Chemical and Metallurgical engineering building, the department of development of the Illinois Tech campus has been able to begin a program of building.

The fund was handled by the chemistry department and the department of metallurgical engineering. The two departments have been able to raise $1,000,000 for the construction of the new building.

The new building will be located on the campus and will be used for the storage of research materials.

Wabash stop signs installed

Renovations are underway at the Wabash stop signs. The signs have been installed to improve the safety of the students who use the street.

Lost and found auction Thursday

The sale of lost property will take place Thursday morning at 8:30 a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. The sale will feature a variety of items, including books, clothing, and electronics.

Upholding justice

Don L. Dabney, a long-time member of the Illinois Tech community, has been named to the faculty of the University of Chicago.

Alpha Phi Omega sponsors in lounge tonight

Alpha Phi Omega, national fraternity, will play host to prospective pledges at a welcome dinner tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the North Union lounge. Representatives will be on hand to discuss the activities of the fraternity.

Committee to draw up rules for proposed council

A committee was formed to develop rules for the proposed council. The committee will meet on Tuesday evening to discuss the rules and procedures.

ITSA moves to ratify SCC

The Illinois Tech Student Association has voted to ratify the proposed council. The council will be composed of members from each of the 13 different clubs on campus.

Twenty-five votes were cast in the vote, with 20 votes in favor. The council will be in charge of organizing the events and activities on campus.
Letters to the Editor

Give dorms time to improve, asks Farr hall resident

To the Editor:

In a letter to the Editor column last Sunday, the student who complained about dorms which I feel was misunderstood by the students who did not understand the point that was being made.

I am writing to point out that the dorms are not perfect and that the living conditions are far from ideal. The new dorms are being built and they will improve the situation. But it seems to me that the issue is not whether the dorms are perfect, but whether they are adequate for the needs of the students.

I am a member of the student government and I have been a dorm resident for three years. I feel that the dorms are improving and that the complaints are being addressed. I urge the students to be patient and to give the new dorms a chance to improve.

John Brown

Valparaiso engineering students build own laboratory facilities

By Johnnie Bost

Valparaiso University has a new engineering laboratory that is designed to provide students with hands-on experience in the field. The laboratory is part of a new engineering program that is being established at the university.

The laboratory is located in a new building that was constructed specifically for engineering students. The building contains state-of-the-art laboratories, a design studio, and a computer lab. The laboratory is equipped with the latest in laboratory equipment and software.

The laboratory is open to all engineering students and is designed to provide hands-on experience in a variety of engineering disciplines. The laboratory is also open to students from other departments who are interested in learning more about engineering.

The laboratory is being used by engineering students in a variety of disciplines, including mechanical, electrical, and civil engineering. The laboratory is also being used by engineering students from other universities who are participating in a cooperative education program.

The laboratory is being used by engineering students in a variety of disciplines, including mechanical, electrical, and civil engineering. The laboratory is also being used by engineering students from other universities who are participating in a cooperative education program.
FRESHMEN LAB SESSION CHANGES BERGSTROM'S LIFE
By Reuben King

Take heed ye men of little faith who say, "Nothing good ever comes out of the freshman chemistry lab!" Carl Bergstrom, eighth term M.E., experienced about as moving a personal reaction of his life during a Chem 102 lab session. This reaction (which is not unique in nature) occurred when Carl was exposed to the catalytic personality of a girl named Beverly. To make a long story short, his reaction reached its ultimate at the point when she became Beverly Bergstrom.

That same day Carl made his debut into that new legendary lab period after having received his dose of history from the army, and one day before. He had entered the air corps in 1943 to complete the first semester of his junior year at UI, and his service cut his credits in half.

Carl learned to avoid the hallways of a strange and at first strange laboratory which won him two yellow patches on the chest, and the word "Bergstrom" over every end of the 46th and 48th.

ACS MAKES PLANS FOR SEMESTER

Constandine Katamama, president of the Young Women's Christian Association, and student body president, has announced the opening plans for the Association.

The Student Christian Association is the national organization of the association, which was founded in 1869. It is composed of the students in the United States, and is a member of the national association, which was founded in 1869. It is composed of the students in the United States, and is a member of the national association, which was founded in 1869.

This newsletter is published in the newsletter of the Association.

First in AIMME MOVIE SERIES TO BE SHOWN

A. "The Man's World," "The Man's Servant," will be shown at the department this term. Field trips are planned for the Midnit company and Abbott laboratories.

30-DAY SMOKING TEST PROVES CAMEL MINDNESS

1. In a recent test, hundreds of men and women all across the country—all of all ages and occupations—were observed as they smoked Camel—and only Camel—tobacco 30 consecutive days. And they smoked on the average one pack of Camel a day. But only Camel.

2. Every week throughout the nation's 30 day test, their lungs were carefully examined by board-certified physicians in order to obtain a report of the smoking habits of the men and women who smoked Camel and only Camel.

3. Prove it yourself, your "T-Zone"—T for Taste, and T for Texture. Smoke Camels for 30 days, Let Your Own Flavor Help You. And you'll be able to tell whether your taste is due to smoking Camel. Camel.

Money-Back Guarantee!

Smokes CAMEL for 30 consecutive days. Smoke only Camel. If you are not satisfied, return the unused portion of the box to your retailer and ask for a money-back refund. You'll be able to tell whether your taste is due to smoking Camel. Camel.

According to a nationwide survey, doctors are more likely to smoke Camel than other cigarettes. And those doctors who prefer Camel are the men who prefer Camel. Camel.

NO THROAT IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING CAMEL!
Techhawk harriers practice: open season at Navy Pier

The cross-country track team began practice Tuesday by being motor-coached to the Navy Pier. The team, coached by Joe McKey, will begin practice this week, but will meet this fall because of starting training at Army last year. All team members have been working out for four or five weeks now.

The first competition for the Techhawks will be against the Navy Pier squad. The meet will be held Thursday, October 3. Three days later the team will be in Rockford where they will run against the powerful Loyal.

As a result, "Madd" is relying on veterans Jim Simmons and Bill Cooto to lead the team. Also working will be junior and senior stars P. A. Shank and O. J. Rhodes, who made their mark as freshmen last year.

Majors include Harold White, George Johnson, and Frank Ferkel. Jon Denton will be on the team, and Fredned and Real are expected to be a force in the Family Techhawks.

Coach McClellan released the following schedule:

October 1-3: Navy Pier
October 10-12: Belles
October 15-17: Paul Revere
October 20: New York
November 1-3: Loyal
November 10-12: Illinois-Northwestern at Michigan

Freshman class has new proxy

Gregory Austin has been elected to the freshman class of the student government as a representative for the class of 1956. Austin will take over for Charles Schlimm, who was not registered at IIT for this fall.

World politics tangles Paul’s status

The strained relations of politically unstable countries continue to simmer quietly. For instance, one could hardly tell if Paul Geier, junior EE, is a citizen of Austria.

Paul’s quandary started in January, when he wrote to the consulate in Jerusalem to come to America. But Geier has not heard from the consulate since March, and his visa is due to expire soon. This week Paul wrote again to the consulate in Jerusalem, asking if he will be allowed to enter the United States.

Paul, a native of Austria, was granted a visa to enter the United States in March, but his visa was denied because of his Austrian citizenship. Since then, he has been trying to get a visa to enter the United States.

Paul’s visa was granted on the basis of a letter from the American Immigration Service, which stated that he was not a citizen of Austria.

Music clubs begin rehearsals; trip planned for Dec.

The music clubs have begun their rehearsals for the current season under the direction of O. Gordon Elkins, musical director.

The Philharmonia, also the school band, will take a trip to Spokane on December 3 and 4. The trip is scheduled on a Sunday not to conflict with the school band and the annual Christmas concert.

There are still openings in the chorus and concert band, especially for clarinets and saxophones, Elkins said.

Intervarsity club to show colored underwater film

As a beginning to the second semester on campus, the IT InterVarsity Christian Fellowship club will show a film. A topic, given by Jerome T. Fink, president of the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, will be "The Colorful Underwater World of the Sea." The film will show, according to Fink, "the magic of the underwater world, the beauty of the underwater world, and the mystery of the underwater world." The film is expected to be shown on a Sunday night at 7:30 p.m.

Seniors to make appointments for '49 Integral

Seniors must make appointments to be photographed up to Oct. 22 by signing on the South Union Integral Bulletin board.

The studio will be notified by the Integral staff to make appointments by 6:00 p.m. of the preceding day. All photos must be taken by Oct. 22.
TECH SPORTS

Cagers to meet top quintets

By Larry Shugrue

Roughly that's what the Tech 68-49 schedule is, really rough. Our toughened Hawks venture into such strongholds as Loyola (rated number one in the midwest), De Paul (fielding a nationally-leared five), Kenyon College (strongest eight of any year's hot shot), and Milwaukee technicians (with most of their giants back from last season). Of the 18 poll on the list the Tech will be playing on the 7th court. At home you will be able to see good basketball, with the University of Detroit, an outfit that ranked among the top colleges in the nation last year, and the return match with the winners (1 and 2 team) of the Milwaukee Techs who topped our boys in last year's Loyola tournament.

The tournament will be held at home November 14 with New York's Brooklyn College on hand to meet the Red Devils. It will be immediately (November 13) followed by Loyola and the near unbeatable De Paul Hawks. De Paul, who take up a 3-2 record against such teams as Loyola, Notre Dame, Oklahoma A&M, and several Big Nine teams, seems to be one of the best of the breed. They are going to make us do without much sleep, but Johnny and Jim Whitehead have a lot to offer.

Havenly, Coach Rose May Rayor should not lose any sleep when he goes with Red Devils to play. Coach Rayor and Gordon Blevins and George A. P. Datini have forfeited their front team, but Paul Goodwin, a mammoth back, will be in the fold. One of the big men of the year, he will be a help to the Red Devils in their early losses of the year.

Swimmers prepare for '49 season; recruits needed

The Tech swimming team will open its season this month in the North Central Invitational at 5 p.m. Students interested in participating as team members are cordially invited.

Coach of the Tech swimming team is 22-year-old John Albro, head of the FPP for the past three years. A native of Tennessee, he has been on the swimming team for two years, completing one of the best seasons in the last 30 years of the team.

The swimming team will hold tryouts for the '49 season on October 14, 15, and 16. Every boy is invited to join.

Grapplers start workouts; season prospects bright

By Ray Shugrue

At a meeting held Monday, 30 men of assorted weights reported to Coach Weisman's gym for wrestling and boxing.

Coach Weisman outlined a training program which will go into effect immediately and will continue until the turn of the month. Each wrestler and boxer will follow the same program, which will fill out the bulk of the program.

One interesting note is that the Tech wrestling team will be meeting the American and National teams.

The coach hopes to have his wrestlers in the cockpit by the end of the season, and the first competition will be held on December 11.

High scores for the week were registered by Victor Wood (263), George L. Cooper (230), and Bill Reif (150). These scores include a handicap based on 100 each.

Alpha Sigma Phi eyes Interfrat grid title

As in previous years, the Interfraternity football title appears to be a walkover for championship teams. At least these strong teams are coming out on top.

Alpha Sigma Phi, known by Pi Kappa Phi in the last two championship matches, has no desire to let the season end without a struggle. Coach John Schmieder, in charge of the team for the second year, has been busy putting together a squad that will be a tough one to beat.

Sports Writers

Wanted for '49 Interfrat

See Jim Wangerson

Coaches, team captains to be introduced at assembly

By Ken Richardson

All Illinois Tech students who have attended the athletic assembly on October 17th at the Armour Towers will be eligible to attend the assembly on October 16th at the Armour Towers for the assembly on October 16th. The assembly will be opened by the announcement of the mystery speaker, who will be a member of the Tech football team.

The assembly will be followed by the annual Coaches' meeting, where the team captains of the various teams will be announced.

"Who do you like between Northwestern and Michigan?"
Trost resigns directory job; work proceeding on schedule

Charles Trost, in a letter to James W. Armbruster, newly appointed chairman of the Publications board, last week submitted resignation as Business Manager of the student directory. He stated that activities did not allow him to put in the amount of time which this position required.

Shortly after Trost's resignation was received the Publications board approved the appointment of Celia DePauw and Irene Radcliffe as Co-operative managers of the directory.

Work on the directory has thus far proceeded on schedule. It will be published in late November.

Sigma Xi to hear 'Acoustics' talk

Winter meeting of the Illinois Tech chapter of Sigma Xi, scientific organization, will get under way Wednesday. The first meeting will feature an address by Howard C. Hard, supervisor of acoustics and vibration research in the physics section of Armour Research Foundation. Dr. Hard's subject will be "Science and Acoustics." He will speak at 8 p.m. in the CFI auditorium.

Evening division head resigns as director of Midwest Power talks

Stanley E. Winston, dean of the evening division of Illinois Institute of Technology, professor of mechanical engineering, has resigned as director of the annual Midwest Power conference. Dr. Winston, who is professor of mechanical engineering, has been named to succeed Dean Winston, who has served in the conference director since 1949.

Graduates each spring in Chicago by Illinois Tech with the cooperation of a number of midwestern universities, colleges, and engineering societies, the conference is the largest of its kind in the world, and attracts annually some 2,500 engineers from all over the nation in the field of power generation, transmission, and consumption.

Evening division head resigns as director of Midwest Power talks

Information for free Woman-man ratio goes up at IIT

By "Wild Bill" Parfondeval

Frightened and somewhat discouraged by the excitement of being labeled a full-time junior or senior of the last high school graduating crop, remarked in the world at large and in the "Weekly" General Newspaper" in particular, that he is "looking forward to studying a Illinois Tech for the next four years. It is a statement, coupled with the fact that the young man plans to major in chemistry, and he may or may not be sufficient evidence of manhood. But the fact is there.

Obviously the young man in question is an unusual case. Unlike the fact that he is not a girl, he obtained a scholarship to Illinois Tech. It took more than the four years for Illinois Tech to recognize the fact that they gives wonders. Unfortunately, the necessary institution for his degree is no longer available. He is 217 years old.

Typical of college students, the Unknown Integral likes Brian's family and Dean Winston as much as Illinois hate. Typical of college students, the Unknown Integral has a personality that appeals. Is he smart? Is he fat? What other places does he hangout?

Ask NEXT Friday for the answers you want. (I know it doesn't mean, but what more can you expect from a Technician?)

Aero institute reviews war damage to German factories

Damage to German war production plants will be reviewed when the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences holds a meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Mac auditorium.

"The lecture will be an opportunity for those of you who were on an aid and come to see how the other half lived during the war," said Cliff Saunders, chairman of the Mac chapter.

"The room will be large enough to accommodate all non-members who wish to attend the meeting," Saunders added.

Aero institute reviews war damage to German factories

First Again with Tobacco Men!

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined

An imported paper covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the smoking preference of the man who really knows tobacco—men, buyers and wholesalers. More than independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined.

First Again with Tobacco Men!

Source: for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke the tobacco experts smoke!
Honorary pledging period to end October 15

At the first meeting of the Interfraternity council all honorary members were required to complete the pledging and initiation activities by November 15. The lone exception was Tan Beta Pi, general engineering honorary, which was asked to finish its proceedings before the Christmas vacation.

Under this procedure, honorary pledgers will be over three weeks long. Before the end of the fall term and thereafter will be eligible to continue for finals, commented Rob Hamilton, chairman of IFC.

A meeting room was designated for the ordering of new members. Hamilton also announced that the new members would be eligible to participate in the party being held the following week.

EE honorary sets pledging week

At a meeting of the Electrical Engineering honorary fraternity, held Monday, it was decided to begin pledging activities for the last week of October.

It was also decided that the pledging period would last two weeks long and that the pledgers would be required to complete activities for the EE fraternity. The weekly activities in previous semesters, the times and requirements for the new members, the times and requirements for the new members, and the times and requirements for the new members.

Women's college is site of IIT's co-op branch at Rockford

This is a story of a city that developed from the clatter of steel mills and the roar of train engines to a bustling metropolis. Rockford is the site of IIT's co-op branch, which has been in operation for over 20 years.

By Edward J. Michler

The Rockford branch of IIT's co-op program officially began in 1945. Originally, it was the idea of a small group of students who wanted to attend IIT but did not have the financial means to do so.

Ford College for her hundredth year

Ford College, founded in 1918, is celebrating its centennial this year. The college has grown from a small school with just a few students to a thriving community college with thousands of students.

Evaluation of jobs topic of SAM speaker

The Management Open House meeting, held Monday, was attended by approximately 50 people. The meeting was chaired by Mr. Smith, president of SAM.

EE labor conditions foul up Fowler hall progress

Gilbert A. Force, business manager of IIT, and Daniel Jarosky, dean of the School of Architecture, revealed this week that the greatest difficulty in finishing the dormitories was the labor conditions at Fowler Hall.

Since Fowler Hall is not only occupied, the construction workers were on strike. The building materials mentioned in the previous section were in short supply, and the construction workers were on strike.

Chess club plans radio gambit fest

On Thursday and Friday, the Chess Club will sponsor a radio broadcast as part of their annual radio gambit fest. The broadcast will be held in the Radio Studio of the University of Illinois, Wright Junior College, Rosemary College, and William Junior College.

Radio matches are being planned with the University of Illinois, Wright Junior College, Rosemary College, and William Junior College.
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Integral space contract deadline is November 15

Jim Kup, a committee manager of Integral, stated that contracts for space in the 1949 Integral must be signed and returned to the Integral office by November 15. Organizations which have not complied with this request will not have space in the buildings. Payee in the contract will be returned.

Kup said that several or

Camera club meets Monday

Armour: The camera club will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. Monday in 305M. Frank Lavendish, instructor at the Institute of Design, will speak on "Advanced Paths in Photography." The talk will be illustrated with slides.

Everyone interested in photography is cordially invited to attend, said Quin Waterman, club president.

ANNOUNCING

* the Illinois Tech Directory will make its appearance on the campus late in November

* the Directory will contain the names and addresses of 5,000 students and Institute personnel plus general office listings

* published on a non-profit basis, Alpha Phi Omega is producing the book as a service to the student body

"I smoked CHESTERFIELDS off stage while making my new picture, THE LOVES OF CARMEN. There's no finer smoke. I know...

It's MY cigarette."

Pete Hayworth

STARRING IN

THE LOVES OF CARMEN

A COLUMBIA TECHNICOLOR PICTURE

A BRICKWORTH CORPORATION PRODUCTION

Mary Lee Paulson, ABC girl of University of Colorado says-

"I smoke Chesterfield because no other brand can offer as MILD a smoke or as good-tasting a smoke...they SATISFY."

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS

than any other Cigarette

\[\text{AB CHESTERFIELD} \]

YOURS Milder

They Satisfy